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“You look at 
our air and our 
water and it’s 
right now at a 
record clean.”

“We lose $800 
billion a year 
with trade.”







Emergent properties found in very well-read texts, 
such as the character type “extremist agent of the law”



Agenda-setting in the press



Relations between Classes

Rates and Terms for Credit

Farm Profitability

Cost of Living

Soil Fertility

Education

Exploration
Speculation

Coding
Validation



Circa 1999



May 2001
Council for Excellence in Government

June 2002
National Defense University



Purist

A Spectrum of Methods Approaches

deep immersion
closeness to data

antipathy to numbers
credible interpretation

in-depth analysis
contextual
subjective

experimental 
mixed method
adaptive hybrid

flexible approach
interdisciplinary

open minded
quantitative

focus on error
measurement critical
validity and reliability

replication & objectivity
generalization

hypotheses

PositivistPluralist



An Incredibly Important Book in the Journey



Other Very Important Books









Text Classification

A 2,500-year-old problem

Plato argued it would be frustrating; it still is

Software cannot remove the problem
It can expose it more quickly



Grimmer & Stewart “Text as Data” 
Political Analysis (2013)

Volume is a problem for scholars
Coders are expensive

Groups struggle to accurately label text at scale
Validation of both humans and machines is “essential”

Some models are easier to validate than others
All models are wrong

Automated models enhance/amplify, but don’t replace humans
There is no one right way to do this

“Validate, validate, validate”
“What should be avoided then, is the blind use of 

any method without a validation step.” 





Computer Science & NSF Influence:
Measure Everything!

How fast?
How reliable?

How accurate?
Valid?



Labeling, Tagging, or Annotation
Improves Machine Learning Over Time





A Labeling Interface Built for Speed



Samples for Human Coding 
& Machine Classification 



Inter-Rater Reliability is One Key Factor

Understanding the landscape of human interpretation better 
prepares us to face the challenge of machine classification.

Fleiss’ Kappa: The Level of 
Agreement Beyond Chance



Adjudicate Coder Disagreement



“CoderRank for Enhanced Machine Learning”

“CoderRank is to text analytics what PageRank was to 
search. Just as Google said not all web pages are 
created equal, Texifter argues that not all humans are 
created equal. When training machines, it is best to 
rely most on the humans most likely to create a valid 
observation. We proposed a unique way to rank 
humans on trust and knowledge vectors.”





Iterate Human Coding & Machine Learning



Word Sense Disambiguation (Relevance)





“Patriots” Football Versus Politics



New Work on Fake News Detection



Exploratory Coding



• A free and open source software option (CAT)

• Web-based crowd source collaborative tools

• Measurement innovation 

• Free real time Twitter data collection

• Random sampling and keystroke coding

• Advanced search and filtering

• Deduplication and clustering algorithms 

• Custom machine-learning classifiers

• Word sense disambiguation

• CoderRank for enhanced machine learning

What can CAT & DiscoverText contribute
to the study of Fake News & AI?
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Thanks for Listening!


